Ultra light flight - days
Go on days trip for

$ per person

Ultra light aircraft take off from Pokhara and offer spectacular views of the lakes, mountains and villages. This
is an ideal way to see life from a new perspective. The choice of the Pokhara Valley for ultra-light aircraft is
appropriate chiefly because of the proximity of the mountains, and the scenic lakes. For those who wished they
could fly like birds when growing up, this flight is view from up high certainly makes it all worth it. Flights
through June. The flights take place from sunrise to 11 a.m. and from 3 p.m. to sunset every day during these
months.
Place of Operation
Since its inception in 1996 , we have been offering sightseeing tours aboard the ultra-light aircraft (powerglider) in the Pokhara Valley . the scenic lake valley and proximity to the mountains makes it an ideal place for
such
The Regular Featured Flights
The Altra light flights from the Pokhara airport beginning September through June. The flights take place from
sunrise to 11 a.m. and from 3 p.m. to sunset every day during these months. Three different routes are taken.
Fly for Fun
The flight duration is 15 minutes . The aircraft flies over the Pokhara city , Phewa Lake , Sarangko t hill at the
speed of 50 km/hour to 90 km/hr .
The maximum altitute attained is 5,000 feet . This flight is designed for the curious who just wants to have a
little fun.
Touch the Fish Tail
Not quite, but still this flight takes as close to the Fish Tail as is possible without compromising the safety. The
flight duration is 30 minutes . The speed is 90 km/hr.
Mountain Range Sky Trek
Flight duration is One hr . This flight covers the whole of the Annapurna range at the speed of 90 km/hr to 130
km/hr . The altitude attained is 12, 000 ft , high above the clouds. This flight is intended for those who like to
live life on the fast track, and love a little adrenaline rush now and then.
Before Flight
you will be briefed about the flight path (route) before you take off, so you can prepare for pictures and point of
interest ahead of time. All three of our aircraft can fly close to each other so that you can enjoy your flight with

your family friends and also take take pictures of each other. You can even play hide and seek in the air or go
for roller coaster ride if you wish! All our passenger receive personalized service.
Ultra light aviation is the flying of lightweight, 1 or 2 seat fixed-wing aircraft, also called micro light aircraft or
Ultra light Flight. Micro lights or ultra light aircraft now account for a significant percentage of the global
civilian-owned aircraft. In countries where there is no specific extra regulation, ultra lights are considered
regular aircraft and subject to certification requirements for both aircraft and pilot.
List of flights currently available are shown below
15 minutes flight
The shortest flight takes you over Pokhara city, Fewa Lake, near Sarangkot hill, over the World Peace Buddha
monastery and the south side of the city. This short flight will give you a panoramic view of the whole
Annapurna Range with a view of another 8000 m peak – Dhaulagiri, in the distance.
30 minutes Flight
This medium length flight, takes you slightly higher and further. You go as far as Lamachour, on the northern
part of the valley. You fly over the Tibetan refugee camp and the view is simply superb.
1 hour Mountain ‘Sky Trek’
The flight takes you over Pokhara city, Fewa Lake, near Sarangkot hill, over the Buddha monastery and the
south side of the city, and past Lamachour, on the northern part of Pokhara valley. You fly over the Tibetan
refugee camp. You fly at an altitude of 9,000 feet above sea level and you go very close to Fish Tail peak and
enter the Seti Valley.

Cost Includes:
Pick up and drop by tourist vehicle.
All permits and airport tax.
All our government taxes.
Tourist service charge.
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